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Interview Questions 

Quartztherapy 
The Medicine of the Future  
By Klaire D. Roy

1. How did you discover the inherent therapeutic power of quartz? 

2. How is this therapeutic approach a new way of healing? How does 
it work? What are the benefits? Are they permament?  

3. Why is quartztherapy the medicine of the future? 

4. How does quartztherapy distinguish itself from lithotherapy? Does 
it employ crystals, minerals and ordinary undifferentiated stones 
or rocks?  How does one understand how to use a crystal i.e. it’s particular function?  

5. What is your experience as a quartztherapist?  

6. Your book proposes a method to perceive the etheric body: why is this important for you? 

7. How is quartztherapy linked to the etheric body? 

8. In Quartztherapy, you mention that stones are alive: can you give us an example? 

9. How can we clean the body by means of a quartz egg? 

10. To whom is this book addressed? 

11. Nurse by profession, why did you turn towards holistic therapies? 

12. Why are you convinced of the therapeutic power of quartz? 

13. You mention that some quartz are inhabited by devas: can you tell us more? 

14. Why did you choose to share some treatment techniques in your book? 

15. Are all types of quartz appropriate for therapy? 

16. Can quartztherapy be beneficial on its own or can it be combined with other therapies? 

17. Can you give us an example of a case where someone benefited from quartztherapy? 

18. Are you training others to do this? How could someone find out about training? Do you 
offer courses, have a website, videos, etc.?  

19. Is this healing modality part of a wider spiritual teaching? If so, can you tell us the basic 
principles?  


